DRINKS
SOLUTIONS,
DESIGNED
FOR THE
WORKPLACE

PERFECTLY PREPARED DRINKS

SUPPORTING WORKPLACES ACROSS THE UK
From offices small to large, from the
factory floor to the executive suite, Mars
Drinks creates great tasting moments in
the workplace. No other company in the
world can match our 100% dedication to
the workplace and no other company can
offer what we can. For over 40 years our
solutions have provided much more than
delicious drinks, offering unmatched value
to companies across the globe.

We are part of Mars, Incorporated, one of the leading food manufacturers in the
world with significant international presence and a portfolio of globally known
and loved products.

100%

dedication to the workplace

makes our business unique
WORKPLACE DESIGNED
TECHNOLOGIES

WORKPLACE DESIGNED
PRODUCTS DELIVERING
ON TASTE AND CHOICE

EMPOWERMENT AND
BELONGING FOR
PEOPLE AT WORK

HASSLE FREE SOLUTIONS

A COMMITMENT TO
SUSTAINABILITY

flavia® barista
designed for the
office
The Mars Drinks FLAVIA® barista is more than just a coffee maker. That’s because it’s
the only single-serve office brewer that crafts perfect coffees, teas, lattes, cappuccinos
and authentic espressos, all at the push of a button.

Intelligent FLAVIA® barista technology efficiently calibrates the size, pressure and
temperature, so whether you’re using the machine for the fifth or fiftieth time, you’ll
always get consistently delicious drinks.

Sleek, modern design
Premium materials & finishes
Consistent, quality drinks in under 40 seconds
No mess, brews one cup at a time
Industry leading reliability
Quick to clean & fill

fresh, quality drinks
every time with
freshpack technology
Fresh, quality drinks,
delivered consistently:
FLAVIA® machines exclusively use
Freshpack technology ensuring each
delicious drink is absolutely fresh and
full of unique flavour.

High quality ingredients are carefully
sealed in to protect freshness and
flavour then hygienically brewed.
As water passes straight through from
Freshpack to cup, there’s no risk of cross
contamination, leaving you with a great
tasting drink every time.

Product variety, from known and owned brands:
We offer both known brands and owned brand favourites, while also delivering
choices that appeal to varying palates, whether it’s espressos, light or dark coffee,
green or black teas, cappuccinos or hot chocolates.

industry leading
reliability
available 24/7
Easy to fill, maintain and clean and built to last with over 2 years between service
calls*, the FLAVIA® barista is the perfect hassle free solution for every workplace.

“The reliability of the
machines and service
from FLAVIA is first
class, ensuring our
teams always have
access to free, hot
drinks throughout
the day.”
Derek Halliday,
Facilities Manager
Pentland Brands

heats only enough
water, saving energy
We aspire to create a positive social impact for all those involved in our business,
while minimising environmental impact and delivering economic performance.

Sourcing
More
Sustainably

Developing
Responsible
Products

Reducing
Operational
Impacts

*MTBF as of June 2015 across FLAVIA at 150 weeks.

Supporting
Our Customers

Engaging
Our Associates

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
DIMENSIONS

432mm(h) x 554mm(w) x 523mm(d)
(A depth of 60mm is needed behind the
brewer for connectivity to mains electrical
supply and plumbed water)

WEIGHT

35.6kg

WATER SUPPLY

Plumbed or jug filled

WATER SUPPLY
REQUIREMENTS

Cold potable
sodium-free water

WATER TANK CAPACITY
(Unplumbed)

2.5L (External water filter highly
recommended to ensure proper performance)

DRINK VOLUME PER CUP

40ml (espresso) to 266ml

FRESHPACK BIN CAPACITY

23 left side, 35 right side

DRIP TRAY

Removable, dishwasher safe

STAND-BY TIMEOUT

1 minute - 4 hours

POWER SUPPLY

230V, 50Hz, 1550W
Mains lead 1.7 metres long

ACCESSORIES
Coffee Shop Merchandiser
427mm(h) x 457mm(w) x 469mm(d)
6 Column Merchandiser
414mm(h) x 550mm(w) x 437mm(d)

4 Column Merchandiser
414mm(h) x 385mm(w) x 437mm(d)

Base Cabinet
906mm(h) x 1475mm(w) x 671mm(d)
Weight: 155kg with accessories, bin + chute*
Paypod
415mm(h) x 90mm(w) x 367mm(d)
NB: Base cabinet comes in four pieces and requires assembly.
*additional 18kg with back panel.

espresso range
exclusively for
flavia® barista
There are many components to

At Mars Drinks, we always use

an authentic espresso: the bean,

the highest quality coffee beans.

the roast, the grind, the temperature,

Unlike any other single-serve drinks

the pressure, the size, the crema. These

machine, the FLAVIA® barista produces

components tend to be an afterthought

15 bars of pressure to recreate all the

or even ignored altogether in many

elements needed to produce an authentic

office coffee machines.

espresso drink.

SEGAFREDO

Intenso
Full bodied with
notes of chocolate
and toasted nut

Delicato
Medium & mild
roast with fruity
and citrus notes

ALTERRA

Cafesenza
Decaffeinated
with a balanced
flavour profile

Dark Roast
Notes of dark
chocolate, raisin
and brown sugar

Dark Roast Decaf
Decaffeinated
100% Arabica dark
roasted espresso

FILTER COFFEE RANGE

Mild Roast
Delicate, easy
drinking coffee,
with a sweet finish

Smooth Roast
A smooth, wellrounded and light
roasted cup

Rich Roast
Fruity, sweet
flavour that will
shine through

Espresso Roast
Heavy bodied,
bold and earthy
flavoured

Colombia
An aromatic,
balanced & fragrant
experience

Artisan Roast
Special blend,
with distinctive
bright notes

Ethiopia
Distinctive bright
& fruity flavour

TAYLORS OF
HARROGATE

DARK & INTENSE

Italian Roast
Rich, warm caramel
notes leaving a
smokey finish

MEDIUM & BRIGHT

MEDIUM & BALANCED

LIGHT & SMOOTH

Sumatra
Heavy bodied
complex cup with
a bold finish

Rich Italian
Medium dark roast;
notes of chocolate
and almond

SPECIALITY RANGE
FLAVOURED & DECAF

FABULOUS FROTHS

Fabulous Froth
Original Latte or
Cappuccino, just
add coffee

Fabulous Froth
Mocha Just add
coffee of your
choice

Fabulous Froth
Mars Just add
a coffee or
chocolate

Smooth Roast
Decaf Light
roasted &
refreshing

HOT CHOCOLATE

Hazelnut
Medium roasted
beans and flavour
of hazelnuts

GALAXY®
Indulgent real
GALAXY® hot
chocolate drink

FRESH LEAF TEA RANGE
GREEN TEAS

BLACK TEAS

English Breakfast
Robust &
full-bodied, notes
of sugar & malt

English Breakfast
Strong Stronger,
more robust and
full-flavoured

Earl Grey
Medium-bodied,
fresh bergamot
aroma

HERBAL INFUSIONS

Peppermint Herbal
Medium-bodied
with peppermint
flavour

Raspberry Herbal
Juicy, tart and
sweet flavour;
full-bodied

English Breakfast
Decaf Bright
& good body
caffeine alternative

Select Green
Smooth and
creamy with a
nutty aroma

Green with Jasmine
Refreshing &
fragrant aroma of
jasmine

YORKSHIRE TEA

Lemon Herbal
Light citrus notes
with a touch of
floral & honey

Yorkshire Tea
Using unique top
quality Assam and
African Teas

for more information or to make an order
contact your distributor today

Segafredo Zanetti® is a registered trademark of Massimo Zanetti Beverage Group and is manufactured under license therefrom.
YORKSHIRE TEA is a Registered Trademark of Bettys & Taylors of Harrogate Ltd and is manufactured under license therefrom.
Rich Italian is a Registered Trademark of Bettys & Taylors of Harrogate Ltd and is manufactured under license therefrom.
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